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This is continued from [0].
4. Here we treat the case of general level L. Any L can be written

uniquely as L= V[ Lp (Lp e L), where p runs over all primes and Lp is a
power o p. Then we have the canonical isomorphism Hq(L)- [[L Hq(L,),
where p iL means L,=/=I. We regard Hq(L,) as a subgroup o Hq(L) by this
isomorphism. A set {N1, ..., N} o normal a-subgroups of level L oi
Hq(L) is called a Z-complete set of Hq(L) if any normal a-subgroup N o
level L o Hq(L) can be expressed as N=NZ (lgigk) by a a-subgroup Z
of Zq(L), where Zq(L) denotes the center o Hq(L). Let (R)={N, ..., N} be
a set of normal subgroups of Hq(L) and K be a normal subgroup of Hq(L).
Then (R)K denotes the set (NK, ..., NK}.

In order to define some normal a-subgroups of level L o Hq(L): we
shall use the notation [F, n;z] defined as ollows. Let G and G be any
two groups, and set G--G1 G2. Let (F, n) be a pair of a normal subgroup
F of G and an element n o G. Let z be an element o the center o G.
Then we set [F, n z] F (z} U nF z(z.}.

For any integer k e N, put L* V[p,Lp. Suppose now that q=/=2.
When L* .-/= 1, the subset Z*q of Zq(L*)is defined by Zq* {z e Zq(ql/2)Lq
{+/-I}lord(z)--even} (i Lq=q/) or (z e l-[,{+__I}lz:/::I} (i L--#q/). Let
us define the set (R)q(L) of subgroups o2 Hq(L) by (R)q(L)=(1} (i L=I),
{1, Q, [Q, B;z] (z e Zq*)} (if L2=2), {1, E2, Q} (i L2--22), {1, E3} (i L=23),
{1, E, G+, G, [F, X; z] (z e Zq*), [F+, --X; z] (z e Zq*)} (X=-(B_IC_I.
D,_)) (if L=2, m4), where the groups o type [F, n; z] are defined with
respect to the decomposition Hq(L)=Hq(2) Hq(L*).

Theorem 4. Assume that q=/=2. Let L be any element of L. Let
(R)q(L) be the set defined above. Then a Z-complete set of Hq(L) is given by
the union of (R)q(L), q(L)M, (R)(L)R(), (L)R()M, (R)(L)S(), (R)(L)S()M,
where the sets multiplied by R() or S() appear only when q=5 and L=5
(k e N), and the sets multiplied by M appear only when q:#3 and L=3.

Suppose now that q=2. When L* ,=al, set Z*={z e
Let us define the set (R)(L) o subgroups of H(L) by (R).(L)= {1} (i L=2-/
(m2), 1, 2), (1, R, S, [+/-E, BC z], [+_E, BC-; z]} (if L=2), {1, .L2,
L;, M, M;, P, Q, S, S;, [H2, BICI z], [H., --BC z], [H, BC;; z],
[H2, --BCX z], [+_ L, BC- z], [.+_- L:, BC-D z], [E/, BC z], [E /,
--BC; z]} (if L.--2), {1, L+, L, M+, M, N+, N, 0+, O, [H+, L; z], [H+,
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--L z], [H+, M z], [H+, --M z], [J+/, N z], [J+/, --N z], [J+/, O z], [J+/,
0 z]} (L B_C

_
, M B_C_, N B_C_D_, O B_C

_
D_)

(if L=2 (m>__4)), where z runs over all elements of Z*. The groups of
type [F, n; z] are defined with respect to the decomposition H(L)=H(L)
H(L*).
Theorem 5. Assume that q=2. Let L be any element of L. When

L=2/, there are no subgroups of level L of H(L). When L=/=2/, let
(L) be the set defined above. Then a Z-complete set of H(L) is (L) or
(L) [J .(L)M according as L=/=3 or L=3 respectively.

5. Now we consider odd groups. Let G be an odd normal congruence
subgroup of level L of F. Then G=N [J (SX)N, where N-- G F, S (0,
-1; 1, 0) and X eF.

Proposition. Let N and X be an even normal subgroup of F and an
even element respectively. Then the set G=N[J (SX)N is an odd normal
subgroup of F if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:
(5.1) X-PX-----P (mod N) for all P e F,
(5.2) X-- --I (mod N).

By this proposition, the classification of all G reduces to the classifica-
tion of all pairs (N, X) satisfying(5.1) and (5.2) with N of level L. Further,
by the homomorphism F--H(L), the problem reduces to the classification
of all pairs (N, X), where N is a normal a-subgroup of level L of H(L) and
X is an element of H(L), satisfying the following (5.3) and (5.4)
(5.3) X-PX=_P (mod N) for all P e H(L),
(5.4) X=__--I (mod N).
We call such a pair (N, X) an odd pair of level L. Two odd pairs (N, X)
and (N, X)are called equivalent if and only if N=N and X=_X (mod
N). Then all G of level L corresponds one to one to all equivalence classes
of odd pairs of level L of H(L). First we treat the case that L is a power
of a prime.

Theorem 6. When L=q’ (s-m or m--l/2 (meN)), all equivalence
classes (N, X (mod N)) of odd pairs of level L of H(L) are the following:
(1) L=q/, q==_l (mod 4)" (,r(q) I), (T(q) A).-(2) (2)

(2) L--3. (___S3), I).
( 3 ) L-- 5" (_+R), A), (_+S), I).
(4) L=2: (E, I), (E, B).
(5) L---2: (S, I), (S, B).
(6) L---2: (S, _+B).

When L=p with p a prime =/=q, in particular in the case of p=2,
there exist many equivalence classes of odd pairs. So we introduce a ter-
minology "primitive". Let NN be two normal a-subgroups of level L
and let (N, X)be an odd pair. Then (N, X) is also an odd pair and we
call it an extension of (N, X). An equivalence class of odd pairs is called
primitive if it does not contain any odd pair which is an extension of other
odd pairs. Now we define some elements o Hq(p):
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(1) If p=/=2 and (q/p)=1, where (q/p) denotes the Legendre symbol, we

set ’(q) --(0, b/-; b/--, 0)where b is an integer such that bq--1(p)m

(rood p) and br----1 (rood p) with 1grip/2 (r Z).

(2) I p=2 and ql (rood 8) we set Y(q) --(0, b/- --b/, 0) where(2)m-

b is an integer such that bq--1 (rood 2"/) and b----1 (rood 4).

(3) I p=2, we set Y)-(0, /-q-; c/, 0) where c is an integer such
that cq-- 1 (rood 2).

Theorem 7. When L----p (m e N) with p a prime :/:q, all primitive
equivalence classes (N, X (rood N)) of odd pairs of level L of Hq(L) are the
following"
(1) L p (p:/:2), (q/p)=l" (1, (p)

( 2 ) L--2" (1, Yq)), (Qq), I).
(3-1) L=2, q--1 (mod 4)’(1, +__Yq)).
(3-2) L--2, q--3 (rood 4)" (+_I, Y(q)BC).
(4-1) L 2 ,q--l(modS) (1,+Y(q) (1,+
(4-2) L--23, q--3 (mod 8)" (+__Eq), Y(q)B1C1), (+_Eq), Y(q)BICD).
(4-3) L=2, q----5 (mod 8)" (F(q), +_Y(q)B2CO.
(4-4) L=2, q----7 (mod 8)" (K(q), +_ Y(q)BIC).
(5) L 2(m>4),q 1(rood8) (1,

(2) m-’m

Second we consider the case of general level L. Then as in section 4,
we have L--I-[ Lp and Hq(L)--I-IHq(Lp). For a normal a-subgroup N of

Hq(L), the p-foot F of N is defined by F=N Hq(L). For an element X
o Hq(L), the p-component oi X is denoted by X.

Theorem 8. Let L(=/=I)be any element of L. Let N, X, Fp and X
be as above. Then the pair (N, X) is an odd pair of Hq(L) of level L if and
only if for each prime factor p lL the pair (Fp, X) is an odd pair of Hq(L)
of level L.
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